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Abstract
Prevailing traffic conditions were examined for a bottleneck that occurred on northbound
SR-91 (Florida’s Mainline Turnpike) during the mass evacuation for Hurricane Irma in September
2017. Radar detector count, occupancy, and speed data polling at 1-minute intervals were collected
from the Regional Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS) and employed to identify
the distinct periods one particular bottleneck was active at a service plaza along SR-91. With this
rich data, three distinct periods were identified in which the bottleneck was active at a service plaza
off-ramp, lasting a total of 27.5 hours during this colossal evacuation. To identify the activation
time of the bottleneck, its duration, and the unique stationary traffic features present, curves of
cumulative vehicle count and occupancy were utilized. The curves can reveal periods where excess
vehicle accumulation and delay persist between successive radar detectors. Results demonstrate
that queued traffic propagated from an off-ramp leading to the service plaza. The discharge traffic
features, just downstream of the off-ramp, presented unqueued, uniform conditions that exhibited
much lower flows than what is usually anticipated for a facility with limited access and high
operational speeds. The findings from this thesis present an untouched area for bottleneck analysis
during evacuations, which will provide crucial considerations for evacuations planning, traffic
management and operations, design, and modeling. The bottleneck studied in this thesis only
became active during an evacuation and not during normal recurrent operations, which sheds light
on the implications of not including historical events such as this for future planning purposes.

vi

Chapter 1: Introduction
Natural disasters are prominent threats to any country and have the potential to cause the
loss of life and destruction of property. Whether hurricanes, earthquakes, wildfires or floods, the
influence of a well operating, resilient transportation network can alleviate the stress of evacuees
and potentially reduce the loss of life and property. In the event of a natural disaster, resources
become constrained before, during and after the event. A substantial occurrence from observed
evacuations is the increase in directional vehicular demands along evacuation roadways which
results in congestion, stop-and-go conditions, and delays. These delays can lead to excess fuel
consumption, and the evacuation patterns can also lead to surges in fuel demands and queues at
fuel stations that can further exacerbate fuel supplies and congestion. By examining past
evacuation patterns, public authorities will have the opportunity to generate improved policies to
mitigate locations where the heaviest presence of congestion, delays and fuel uncertainties
occurred.
This thesis examines the spatio-temporal breakdown of traffic on northbound SR-91
(Florida’s Turnpike Mainline), one of Florida’s major highways, during the evacuation in advance
of Hurricane Irma. In Florida, hurricanes are watched as they approach and plans for evacuations
and other preparations are communicated widely to the public. On September 1, 2017, Hurricane
Irma was identified as a major hurricane and was anticipated to make landfall in the State of Florida
and the public was warned of impending destruction by the National Weather Service on
September 7. The path and intensity of the approaching storm sparked mandatory and voluntary
evacuations in 54 of Florida’s 67 counties. Figure 1.1 demonstrates the path, intensity, and timeline
1

(black lines) for Hurricane Irma through Florida, beginning as a category 4 hurricane in Key West
on the morning of September 10 and dissipating by the evening of September 11. In total, Irma
prompted an estimated 7 million residents to evacuate and resulted in the loss of 77 lives, caused
$50 billion in damage, prompted untold power outages, and led 200,000 Floridians to seek shelter
in the State’s 700 shelters.

Figure 1.1 Hurricane Irma trajectory and Florida Turnpike location (Adapted from DLD, 2020)
Shown in green in Figure 1.1, SR-91 is a major southeast-northwest tolled facility that
stretches from Homestead, Florida in south Miami-Dade County, Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) District 6, to its connection with Interstate 75, west of Wildwood, Florida,
in FDOT District 5, for approximately 308 miles. As Hurricane Irma approached, bottlenecks were
observed along northbound SR-91 over three days, with queues spanning 30 miles and lasting over
20 hours. These bottlenecks were identified during the evacuation from 12 noon on September 6
2

through midnight on September 9 and are shown in Figure 1.2. Figure 1.2 depicts a speed contour
map (x-axis is time, y-axis is distance), for a 188.5-mile segment of northbound SR-91 with 6
bottlenecks identified spanning from north of West Palm Beach and extending into its merge to I75, south of Ocala. The coloration is the northbound volume weighted speed, due to SR-91 having
two lanes northbound, observed over a 60-hour period in advance of the hurricane for each of the
331 radar detectors along the entire 188.5-mile stretch of this roadway.
1.1 Background
The earliest traffic studies relied on manual inspection of traffic features on the roadway
such as count, density, and speed. Eventually, automated detectors such as those using inductive
loops replaced this manual process and made systematic data collection possible over longer time
periods and greater physical extents. The increased availability of traffic data led to design of more
comprehensive traffic studies and surveillance efforts in which traffic features were better
identified and subsequent fundamentals of traffic flow theory verified, and their early works
outlined in (May, 1990). More pertinent to this thesis, are the types of shockwaves and queuing
formations as a result of freeway bottlenecks set forth in (May, 1990).
Further work followed on freeway bottlenecks and the characteristics of shock waves and
queueing phenomena in the context of Newell’s simplified kinematic wave theory (Newell, 1993).
His approach utilized cumulative vehicle count curves with a simplified two-regime, triangular
shaped flow density diagram to identify variations in subsequent cumulative count curves both up
and downstream which predict shock waves that propagate due changes in the traffic stream.
The work of Newell (1993) led to further advances in understanding fluctuations in
stationary traffic stream features. Cassidy & Windover (1995) developed a methodology that
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Figure 1.2 Northbound Florida Turnpike Mainline speed contours in advance of Hurricane Irma
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stemmed from Newell (1993), which used fluctuations in cumulative vehicle arrival curves to
assess reproducible traffic features of bottlenecks. Active bottlenecks are locations along the
roadway downstream of which traffic is freely flowing, while upstream traffic is in a queued state.
Following this, an addition to the methodology set forth in Cassidy & Windover (1995),
included transforming the original cumulative vehicle count curves by subtracting a background
flow and considered cumulative vehicle occupancy curves. This method was first utilized in
Bertini (1999) to identify the characteristics of a traffic both upstream and downstream of an active
merge bottleneck. This methodology to depict bottleneck traffic features has been used in an array
of differing roadway configurations and countries. Examples include merge bottlenecks near onramps (Bertini, 1999; Cassidy & Bertini 1999; Cassidy & Mauch, 2002; Cassidy &
Rudjanakanoknad, 2002; Bertini & Cassidy, 2002; Bertini, 2003; Bertini & Malik, 2004; Bertini
& Myton, 2005; Lindgren, 2005; Lindgren et al., 2006) diverge bottlenecks near off-ramps
(Windover & Cassidy, 2001; Bertini & Malik, 2004; Lindgren, 2005; Lindgren et al., 2006) and
bottlenecks near a lane drop (Bertini & Leal, 2005).
Other studies on bottleneck characterization, that used alternative methodologies include
(Chen et al., 2004), which utilized an algorithm to automatically determine if a bottleneck was
present from loop detector data and required a series of inequalities for distance and speeds to be
present between successive detector stations. Another was developed and considered occupancy
thresholds, which also utilized an automated algorithm, to then be used in ramp metering to reduce
the potential for traffic breakdown and/or reduce the duration of an active bottleneck (Zhang &
Levinson, 2010). Continuing the desire for automated detection systems, Weiczorek et al. (2010),
extending the work by Chen, but still relied on data aggregation and speed thresholds to determine
the activation time of the bottleneck, its location, and extent.
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Although these methods were capable of being implemented in real time, the use of
aggregations and thresholds to indicate bottleneck activations may be misleading, especially when
random variations arise in the data. (Li & Bertini, 2010; Bigazzi, et al., 2010). Li & Bertini (2010)
proposed automating the rescaled cumulative vehicle count curves, where these curves depict
individual stationary periods of traffic, to which their algorithm breaks down into segments and
reports on. This algorithm will be discussed in more detail in section 3.4.
The above methodologies all generally operate in a two-phase traffic flow theory
conceptual environment (Newell, 1993); it must be mentioned that there was an additional
framework for bottleneck identification and congested traffic characterization developed which
follows three-phase traffic flow theory.
First developed by Kerner between 1996–2002, and later outlined in Kerner (2003) and
tested in Kerner et al. (2014), three-phase traffic flow theory breaks the congested regime of twophase traffic theory into two congested phases, synchronized flow and wide moving jams. Wide
moving jams are locations of low speed and high density, which are bounded temporally by two
distinct fronts and speeds within the jam are nearly identical to the origination speed downstream.
Synchronized flow is congested flow that is not a wide moving jam and is typically located at the
frontier of a bottleneck. (Kerner, 2003). Through the speed contours presented for Bottleneck A in
section 4.1.1 further discussion on the presence of wide moving jams and synchronized flow is
presented.
Exhaustive empirical analysis using the methodologies developed by Cassidy & Windover
(1995) and later executed by Bertini (1999), were used in the past in an array of differing roadway
configurations, however they only identified recurrent bottleneck characteristics. This is the first
empirical analysis of a freeway bottleneck during a mass evacuation utilizing the methodologies
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of Cassidy & Windover (1995) and Bertini (1999). In addition to this, an extension to the algorithm
developed by Li & Bertini (2010), was created to handle the long time periods of analysis. In the
context of mass evacuations, utilizing the developed algorithm in this thesis and the methodologies
of Cassidy & Windover (1995) and Bertini (1999) will shed light on distinct bottleneck
characteristics that were present during a mass evacuation which has yet to be done.
1.2 Objectives
This thesis will identify and analyze one prominent freeway bottleneck along a northbound
segment of Florida’s Mainline Turnpike during the evacuation in advance of Hurricane Irma.
Archived 1-minute radar detector data, which comprises of vehicle count, occupancy, and speed,
from RITIS, will be utilized to determine the location for one of the bottlenecks present and its
characteristics during this mass evacuation. To accomplish this task, the following order of
operation was used:
•

Data Collection: Obtain and clean archived data from the Regional Integrated
Transportation Information System (RITIS), which includes all northbound detectors
along the entire 263 miles of roadway for the evacuation dates prior to Hurricane Irma
landfall.

•

Data Cleaning: There was a metric that was considered which identified the percentage of
timestamps that the detector had valid data for the time period in question.

•

Data Processing: Process the cleaned data utilizing R-studio by setting up several matrices
which related to the detector location, time, speed, volume, and occupancy to be used for
the remaining analysis.
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•

Speed Contour: Utilize speed contour plots to identify locations sustaining speed
reductions that propagate upstream of a defined frontier, which is the leading edge of the
bottleneck temporally.

•

Bottleneck Activation: The detector which is identified to be the temporal leading edge
of the bottleneck; detectors downstream of this point are selected. Utilizing transformed
oblique cumulative count curves, the bottleneck will be verified by comparing curves at
successive downstream detectors and ensuring there is no excess vehicle accumulation.
Additionally, several detectors upstream and including the bottleneck detector will be
compared again with transformed oblique cumulative count curves to determine if there
is excess vehicle accumulation, which should be present for an active bottleneck location.

•

Bottleneck Features: Utilization of a developed cumulative vehicle count and occupancy
curve algorithm to identify distinct bottleneck periods, or stationarity, and measure
variables such duration, outflow, and wave speed.

•

Implications and Areas of Future Research: A final section will discuss the implications
of these findings for policy makers. Suggestions will be made on how to combat the
queueing that was observed during this mass evacuation to reduce the magnitude of
vehicle delay and improve the reliability of evacuation travel (reduce the uncertainties) in
future evacuations.

1.3 Organization of Thesis
The remaining sections of this thesis are constructed in the following manner. Section 2
describes the study site, SR-91, the platform from which the data was extracted from, the
organization of the raw data, and the data processing framework conducted. Section 3 discusses
the proposed bottleneck analyses techniques to identify the characteristics of bottlenecks. Section
7

3 also includes an algorithm that was developed to identify traffic stationarity of the bottleneck
when examining long periods of time. Section 4 delves into an investigation into a key bottleneck
observed, denoted as, “Bottleneck A.” Furthermore, features of Bottleneck A; activation and
deactivation time, shock wave speed and queue discharge flow will be presented following a
discussion on the implications this bottleneck presented to vehicular traffic attempting to utilize
SR-91 for the evacuation of Hurricane Irma. Section 4 also discusses the possible reasons behind
the bottleneck activation through inferred off-ramp calculations. Lastly, Section 5 discusses other
bottlenecks observed at similar locations as Bottleneck A leading into policy suggestions for this
facilities and others that have similar roadway designs in preparation for evacuations. Section 5,
will also identify potential future work related to bottleneck characteristics with respect to
evacuations and potential causes for the breakdown of SR-91 during the evacuation.
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Chapter 2: Data Description
2.1 Study Sites
This thesis directly examines queues that propagated on a portion of northbound Florida’s
Mainline Turnpike (SR-91), during the evacuation in advance of Hurricane Irma in September
2017. A map of SR-91 can be seen in Figure A.1 (Appendix A). Florida’s Turnpike Mainline is a
4-lane major tolled facility and provides rapid transportation between the southeast and central
portions of the State of Florida. As such, SR-91 has very limited access (interchanges with on- and
off-ramps), with some sections as long as 40 miles of roadway without entrances or exits. Instead,
Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise (FTE) utilizes service plazas along the facility to act as rest areas
and fuel stations. It needs to be reinforced that the service plazas are adjacent to the roadway,
between the northbound and southbound segments of the facility with left-hand exits and left-hand
entrances leading back onto SR-91, as depicted in Figure A.2 and Figure A.3.
Amongst the roadways in the State of Florida used for the evacuation, SR-91 saw the most
extensive queuing along most of the roadway. (Menon, Staes & Bertini, 2020). Key bottleneck
frontiers were observed at 6 distinct locations along the facility where data was available, denoted
as Bottlenecks A–F in Figure 1.2. More interestingly is the identification of the most persistent
bottlenecks adjacent to service plazas which are the only locations to refuel along the majority of
the roadway.
The section of SR-91 analyzed in this thesis stretched 29.1 miles, from station 118.2 to
station 145.1 (highlighted by the box in Figure 1.2), which is roughly the location for the off-ramp
to the Port Saint Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza. This 29.1-mile segment of SR-91 has three
9

interchanges; SR-714 at station 134.2, Becker Road at station 138.3 and Southwest Port Saint
Lucie Boulevard located at station 143.0. The location of the bottleneck frontier is at a service
plaza, Port Saint Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza with its off-ramp at station 145.0.
Service plazas are characteristics of Florida’s turnpike mainline and as mentioned
previously they are located between the northbound and southbound sections of the roadway
facility and thus the on- and off-ramps are left-hand ramps (as compared to standard right-hand
on- and off-ramps at most interchanges in Florida and elsewhere in the U.S). More pertinent to
this thesis however is the physical geometry and storage capacity of the Port Saint Lucie Fort
Pierce Service Plaza. As seen in Figure A.2, there are approximately 70 truck parking spaces 350
auto parking spaces and one fuel station. The on- and off-ramps to the service plaza are roughly
800 feet long each and it is possible that the queue formations that were observed within this
research were a result of vehicles queueing into the left northbound lane as vehicles were
attempting to exit for fuel or other amenities at the plaza. It should also be noted that this service
plaza is the last location to obtain fuel until the next downstream service plaza located at Fort
Drum Service Plaza 40 miles north at station 184.6, and there are no interchanges between these
locations.
2.2 Data
Data for this study was extracted from the Regional Integrated Transportation Information
System (RITIS). RITIS is a leading transportation data archiving platform and was developed by
the CATT Laboratory at the University of Maryland. RITIS is a big data analytic platform that
provides accessible data from agency owned sources, such as FDOT detector data, probe vehicle
data, Bluetooth data or HERE, INRIX and TomTom data sources. Data from RITIS spans from
traffic data to work zone and incident reports, weather and detector health data, parking data, signal
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timing plans for agencies, freight and much more. In addition to housing data from all sectors of
transportation, RITIS actively and in real time produces performance metrics so agencies can
interpret how well their facilities, or investments are performing (RITIS, 2020).
2.2.1 Detector Tools
Within RITIS is the Detector Tools tab. The Detector Tools tab makes it easy to identify a
roadway that has detectors and then quickly extract data from these detectors from a range of days
and times. The data used in this research was extracted from RITIS in the following manner:
1. Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) drop down menu selected.
2. Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise (FTE) drop down menu selected.
3. All northbound detectors were selected.
4. Dates ranging from September 5, 2017 to September 21, 2017 were selected.
5. Raw data was then extracted and included speed, volume, occupancy, and quality

provided at the lowest level of aggregation (1-minute intervals).
6. RITIS emails the requested data sent in a comma separated-value (CSV) format.

For comparison purposes, a year of 5-minute data was retrieved in the same manner as the
raw data as described above. Once the detectors, timeframe and aggregation levels are selected, a
request is sent to RITIS to extract the data, which, depending on the size of the files requested,
will be emailed immediately or may take several days. The initial data request for all northbound
detectors on Florida’s Turnpikes from RITIS took three days to receive the data set by email. The
dataset itself comes in a ZIP file that contains individual lane readings from each detector, zone
readings and detector identification.

11

2.2.1.1 Zone Readings File
The zone readings file compiles all the individual detectors into one file that averages and
aggregates the lanes of each detector together to provide a single reading for volume, speed and
occupancy that exhibits the traffic variables at that location. The volumes for the zone reading are
the sum of individual volumes for each lane at the detector location at the specified timestamp.
The occupancy readings in the zone reading file are the average of the occupancy at the detector’s
locations across all the lanes and for the specified timestamp. Lastly the speeds are calculated as
the volume weighted speeds. An example of the zone reading file is shown in Table 2.1. In this
table, Zone ID is the corresponding detector ID that is further used to identify the physical location
of the detector from the detector identification file. The Measurement Start, although it displays
the reading to the nearest second, the next interval at which the same Zone ID takes a reading is
one minute later.
2.2.1.2 Detector Identification File
The detector identification file has numerous variables all of which describe where the
detector is located geographically, and the characteristics of the detector such as the road, time
zone, and direction. An example of the variables included in the detector identification file which
was used for this study is found in Table 2.2.
2.2.2 Datasets Utilized
As mentioned in the previous section, raw 1-minute and 5-minute aggregated data were
extracted from the RITIS platform. The raw data covered the dates from September 5, 2017 to
September 21, 2017. These dates were chosen based on the evacuation timeline for Hurricane
Irma. The 5-minute data included the same detectors as the raw data but comprised the entire year
of 2017. Out of the original 746 northbound detectors extracted from RITIS, after cleaning and
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processing, 310 detectors remained. Although the entire 310 detectors were used to generate a fullscale depiction of traffic state on SR-91 from station 118.2 to 306.7 through a speed contour in
Figure 1.2, the primary focus of this thesis was Bottleneck A, which spanned from station 118.2
to station 144.6 where the Port Saint Lucie Fort Peirce Service Plaza is located. This raw data then
underwent cleaning and processing to be used for the speed contour plots and the remaining
analysis.
In addition to the raw traffic data, another option within the RITIS platform was to search
for incidents on the roadway for the particular days during the evacuation. This was conducted to
specifically identify whether there were crashes (or other non-recurrent events) present during the
timeframe that Bottleneck A was analyzed. The incidents that were identified are shown within
the speed contour in Figure 4.2. In addition to identifying the time period for an incident, an
incident report was available to be extracted from RITIS and the two reports for the incidents found
within Bottleneck A are shown in Tables B.1 and B.2. Outside of scanning for incidents within
Bottleneck A, a general inquiry into RITIS for the entire length of SR-91, where data was available
(station 118.2 – station 306.7), indicated there were 153 crashes, 394 disabled vehicles, 12
abandoned vehicles and 1 vehicle on fire that occurred between September 6, 11:30 AM to
September 8, 23:59 PM.
2.3 Data Cleaning and Processing
To process and clean the data, which was extracted from RITIS, R-Studio was used. Rstudio is an open source data science platform that has a wide range of capabilities. The
predominant purpose for utilizing R-studio in this study was to deal with the raw data extracted
from RITIS, which ranged in size from one to seven GB. In addition to this, scripts can be written
inside R-Studio that allow for reproducibility of both graphics and data processing.

13

Table 2.1 Example zone reading file extracted from RITIS
Measurement Start
Speed (mph)
Volume
Occupancy (%)
9/5/2017 12:00:17 AM
49
2
0
9/5/2017 12:00:20 AM
65.125
8
1
9/5/2017 12:00:31 AM
67.4
5
0.25

Zone ID
10563
10630
10523
Zone ID
3852
3863
3861

Table 2.2 Example detector identification file extracted form RITIS
Display name
Time Zone
Road
Direction
091-189-5NB-LNK
America/New_York
Florida’s Turnpike
North
091-189-9NB-LNK
America/New_York
Florida’s Turnpike
North
091-190-4NB-LNK
America/New_York
Florida’s Turnpike
North

Organization
FDOT
FDOT
FDOT

Detector Type
Radar
Radar
Radar

Latitude
27.65479
27.6597
27.66471

Longitude
-80.8625
-80.8677
-80.8736

Default Speed
70
70
70

Quality
1
1
0

Location Description
091-189_5-SB-VDS
091-189_9-SB-VDS
091-190_4-SB-VDS

Interval
60
60
60
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2.4 Data Cleaning and Processing
To process and clean the data, which was extracted from RITIS, R-Studio was used. Rstudio is an open source data science platform that has a wide range of capabilities. The
predominant purpose for utilizing R-studio in this study was to deal with the raw data extracted
from RITIS, which ranged in size from one to seven GB. In addition to this, scripts can be written
inside R-Studio that allow for reproducibility of both graphics and data processing in a timely and
precise manner.
There was a process that was developed to go from the raw data extracted from RITIS to a
working dataset that was then used for the further analyses of each bottleneck. The working dataset
required alterations to the cleaned dataset and needed to be in the form of a k by n matrix where k
is the individual timestep in one-minute intervals and n is the reading from each detector. It was
found, however, that the data extracted from RITIS would not fill in rows where there was missing
data but would simply skip to the next available data point. To correct this the cleaned dataset was
merged with an empty matrix and if a value was present for the associated timestamp (row) the
cell was filled with the existing value and otherwise defaulted to an “n/a” and thus produced the
final processed datasets to work from.

Figure 2.1 Data cleaning schematic
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Chapter 3: Methodology
To determine bottleneck locations and their characteristics along northbound SR-91 during
the evacuation in advance of Hurricane Irma, three techniques were utilized. To visually scan for
congestion along SR-91 during the evacuation, speed contours were used. After locating potential
bottlenecks through the speed contours, cumulative vehicle counts and cumulative occupancy
curves were employed to determine whether a bottleneck was indeed activated, and their
characteristics. This order of operations to identify, verify and analyze bottlenecks has been
utilized in the past on limited access facilities in the U.S. and Europe, during recurrent peak period
operations, however not during a non-recurrent evacuation event. These past studies are in the
following references (Cassidy & Windover, 1995; Cassidy & Bertini, 1999; Cassidy & Bertini,
2002; Bertini, 2003; Bertini & Myton, 2005; Lindgren, 2005).
3.1 Speed Contour Plotting
To readily identify locations to begin the search for active bottlenecks spanning SR-91,
speed contours were used. Speed contours present the temporal and spatial location of traffic
congestion along a roadway which is not visible from other traffic flow graphs such as speed, flow,
or occupancy charts. Speed contours present a 3-D map which overlays detector location, y-axis,
time, x-axis, and speed as the coloration or z-axis. The purpose of the speed contour in this thesis
was to identify the frontier of the bottleneck spatially and the leading edge of the bottleneck both
temporally and spatially. An example of a speed contour for one of the bottlenecks observed is
shown in Figure 3.1 and was generated with adaptive smoothing (Treiber & Helbing, 2003).
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Figure 3.1 Bottleneck A example speed contour
3.2 Cumulative Vehicle Count Curves
To depict the change in traffic states presented at each bottleneck, oblique transformed
cumulative vehicle count curves were used. Cumulative vehicle count curves begin counting
vehicles starting from zero as they travel through a corridor. If an observer were to stand at a
particular location along a roadway facility, 𝑥𝑥, and count every vehicle that passes a certain

location a step function would be produced, in which the cumulative count curve, N, would
increase by one step at each vehicle passage time, t, with the cumulative number of vehicles on
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the y-axis at each successive timepoint on the x-axis, producing Ñ(x.t), which is shown in Figure
3.2(a). Like an observer, who may bin vehicles at fixed intervals such as 10, 20 or 30 seconds, this
effect is amplified in the case of radar detectors that poll at longer intervals, such as 1-minute. For
this reason, the cumulative vehicle count curves interpolate between each step in the observed
vehicles from the raw data to produce a smoothed cumulative vehicle count curve and is shown as
N(x,t) in Figure 3.2(a)(Lindgren 2005).
In addition to this, the slope, or first derivative of the smoothed cumulative vehicle count
curve, is the instantaneous flow at that point in time. The slope of the N(x,t) is important to report
on as it describes the prevailing traffic conditions, and disruptions to the slope of the cumulative
count curve depicts a shock in the traffic stream which can be tracked. By plotting successive
N(x,t), from downstream detectors, it is possible to calculate both the travel time and the existing
number of vehicles between detectors which is demonstrated in Figure 3.2(b). When analyzing
just the cumulative count curves, these disruptions may be difficult to visually see as the scale of
the y-axis can become very large depending on the number of vehicles observed and the duration
of analysis.
To combat this, the cumulative vehicle count curves are made oblique by removing an
observed, or ideal background flow which will amplify the subtle changes in the cumulative
vehicle count curve. By subtracting the background flow, which can be the mean flow for the
roadway segment, 𝑞𝑞0 , in the context of this thesis 𝑞𝑞0 is chosen to effectively fill the entire graphing
space. The product of this background flow and the time that has elapsed, 𝑡𝑡 ′ , subtracted from the

cumulative vehicle count curve, N(x,t), results in N-Curves and is displayed in equation 1. (Cassidy
& Windover, 1995; Bertini 1999). N-Curves can reveal the exact times at which changes in
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stationary traffic state occur and will be used for the remainder of this thesis to depict the traffic
states present on SR-91.
𝑁𝑁(𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝑞𝑞0 𝑡𝑡 ′ = 𝑁𝑁

(1)

Although individual N-Curves allow detailed interpretation for the prevailing traffic
conditions at a point along the roadway, there is a requirement to depict the activation of the
bottleneck. This process, which will be discussed in section 4.1.2, requires successive N-Curves
to be examined to reveal how conditions propagate over space.
To accomplish this, each N-curve is transformed, its time axis is adjusted by a time, 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,

that is the time required for an imaginary vehicle to travel from station 𝑖𝑖, to station 𝑗𝑗 at the average
speed observed within that time period between the detectors in question. It should be noted,

station 𝑗𝑗 is the most downstream station. Thus these transformed N-curves produce a plot similar

to Figure 3.2(c), where if there is queued traffic present, the N-Curves will see separation. This
separation indicates there is excess vehicle accumulation and increased travel time (delay) between
successive detectors. If these transformed N-Curves see no separation, the traffic is operating under
free flow conditions between the two detector locations. (Bertini, 1999; Bertini & Cassidy, 1999;
Bertini & Cassidy, 2002; Bertini et al., 2005). These two examples will be demonstrated in section
4.1.2 where the exact bottleneck activation location and time are examined.
3.3 Cumulative Vehicle Occupancy Curves
Oblique cumulative vehicle occupancy curves, T-curves, were constructed in tandem with
the N-curves, to verify whether traffic was in a congested state. Oblique cumulative vehicle
occupancy curves, T-curves are constructed in a similar manner as N-curves, and follows the form:
𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) − 𝑏𝑏0 𝑡𝑡 ′ = 𝑇𝑇

(2)
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Figure 3.2 Cumulative vehicle count curve development (Lindgren, 2005)
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where 𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡), is the cumulative vehicle occupancy by time, t, at station x. The variable 𝑏𝑏0 is
similar to 𝑞𝑞0 , except it removes a background occupancy which is determined from either the

average vehicle occupancy observed, or a vehicle occupancy that fills the graphing space, The

elapsed time, 𝑡𝑡 ′ , used for both N- and T-curves is generated depending on the time interval of the

data itself and its starting point is directly chosen for each analysis period. Lastly, from the N- and

T-curves that were produced, secondary lines, which were piecewise linear interpolations of these
curves, were constructed in order to identify the times at which changes in distinct stationary traffic
states occurred during the bottleneck periods. An algorithm was developed to automate this
process, especially when considering long analysis periods, where it is not feasible to manually
interpolate each of the segments that comprise of the full time period.
3.4 Bottleneck Features Algorithm
The requirement to depict traffic features for a bottleneck which lasted a substantial amount
of time led to the development of an algorithm that would automate the majority of this process.
Previously, works which used oblique, cumulative vehicle count and occupancy curves, after
identifying the bottleneck duration time period, base flows and occupancies, the resulting curves
required manual linear interpolation or fairly relaxed trend lines to identify the traffic features. For
the bottleneck that was analyzed in this thesis, there was dozens of time periods observed while
the bottleneck was active that displayed distinct traffic characteristics that may differ from the
previous time period. That is to say while the bottleneck was active, there may be a 15-minute time
period where flows are higher and occupancy low and in the next time segment the flows may
drop significantly and occupancy increases, which follows the congested regime of a flow-density
(q-k) type of curve. The intent of this research was to identify distinct, stationary traffic features
presented while the bottleneck was active. A concise process to quickly scan a long time period
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(10-hours in one case), break the N- and T-curves into distinct segments with nearly constant slopes
(traffic stationarity) and finally output traffic features that accurately describe the traffic
environment for the facility and the associated time period.
The algorithm developed for this thesis utilized components of the automatic bottleneck
identification algorithm introduced by Li & Bertini (2010). Their work proposed using the rescaled
cumulative vehicle count curves, which were the piecewise linear interpolations to the oblique
cumulative vehicle count curves. To identify stationarity within the N-curves, their algorithm
identified maximum and minimum oblique values within a certain time span. This curve was then
broken into three segments, regressed, and if the regressed line did not meet a particular threshold,
alternative break points were chosen. The number of segments that the curve was broken into
varied depending on the time period under question.
The algorithm developed in this thesis gained insight from this pervious work however a
different approach was utilized, considering the time lengths during which the bottleneck was
active. The purpose behind the algorithm has the same intent as Li & Bertini (2010), the
identification of stationary periods within an active bottleneck to which averaged flows,
occupancies and speeds could be reported on, even though their algorithm was used to determine
its effectiveness with detecting recurrent bottlenecks.
3.4.1 Bottleneck Algorithm
The algorithm first required the output dataset from the N- and T-curves, which were
constructed manually for each bottleneck segment and followed their own process, three segments
in the case for this thesis. The next step was to identify a maximum search length, 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , which

acted as the maximum duration that a traffic state or trend that could be considered, and a minimum
value, 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , was also utilized, 5 minutes. That maximum search length was tested in this thesis
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with a range of values from 10 to 60 minutes. It was found though, that 30 minutes provided the
best results. The minimum value was used to process out time periods where the traffic state is
changing constantly, minute to minute, while the bottleneck remained active. This can be imagined
by traffic sliding from periods of high flow, low occupancy to a period of low flow, high occupancy
continually every minute, which was not considered a distinct traffic state, although still in the
congested regime of the q-k curve.
The second input variable in this process was to identify an acceptable, minimum Rsquared value for the tracing line that is produced in relation to the N- and T-curves. This tracing
line first determines if the next segment under question is generally increasing or decreasing. The
line directionality examines the change between each successive datapoint and determines if it
decreased or increased. In the case where the search length, L, is 30 minutes, if there were more
than 15 instances (greater than half) where the next data point was higher than the previous, than
the line directionality was said to generally be increasing, and if this threshold was not met then
the line directionality was said to generally be decreasing. Depending on if the line is increasing
or decreasing, a line is interpolated between the starting value of that line and the
maximum/minimum observed value in that set. This line is then compared to the original N- and
T-curve and an R-squared value is output.
It needs to be reinforced that although the maximum search length, 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , is 30 minutes,

the tracing lines that are produced from the process above is created for all search lengths between
𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . So one can imagine there will be a total of, 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , or 25 potential lines in
the case of this thesis, that are stored in a set to await R-squared criterion.

Of the potential lines traced through the above process for both the N-curve and T-curve,
if there were no lines which met the minimum R-squared value, the set was dumped, the exact
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values for the first datapoint were stored, and the process started again on the next datapoint, one
time stamp further. If there were lines which satisfied the R-squared requirement for both the Ncurve and T-curve traces, the traced lines with the maximum sum of R-squared lines was chosen,
from the 25 potential traced lines. This process continued until all datapoints within the given time
frame were satisfied. Once this was completed, the stored matrices with each of the individual
lines that depicted the traffic states were stitched together and plotted over the original oblique
cumulative vehicle count and occupancy curves. These matrices comprised the unique, stationary,
traffic states observed and produced the fundamental diagrams that are in section 4.4.1. An
example of the flow chart for this algorithm is shown below in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Bottleneck algorithm flow diagram
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Chapter 4: Bottleneck A: Port St. Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza Diagnosis
Data collected from RITIS depicting the days leading up to Hurricane Irma’s landfall were
analyzed utilizing the methodologies described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 will discuss the results
from one of the six bottlenecks observed during the evacuation for Hurricane Irma on northbound
SR-91. Section 4.1 depicts a speed contour for Bottleneck A used to fist identify the potential
location for the active bottleneck. Section 4.2 determines the exact activation time for the
bottleneck at the location found from the speed contour in section 4.1. Section 4.3 determines the
duration of the bottleneck, split into three distinct segments. Section 4.4 reports on the traffic
features observed while the bottleneck was active through the methodologies and with the
algorithm described in Chapter 3. Lastly, section 4.5 attempts to determine the potential cause of
the bottleneck activation through inferred off-ramp calculations and justifies the removal of a
detector.
Bottleneck A began its propagation on SR-91 at roughly 17:46 PM EST, September 6,
2017, at the Port St. Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza, located at station 144.6, which will be
confirmed in section 4.2. The schematic for SR-91 in the vicinity of Bottleneck A is presented in
Figure 4.1, where the “A” is the location of the Port St. Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza.

Figure 4.1 Bottleneck A roadway configuration
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4.1 Bottleneck A Speed Contour
The speed contour for Bottleneck A was produced to show the extent of vehicle queueing
both temporally and spatially. Figure 4.2 shows the speed contour from 17:30 on September 6 until
12:00 midnight on September 8 (30.5 hours), from station 118.2 to station 147.3 (29.1 miles). As
shown in the figure, there is a distinct frontier of the bottleneck spatially located at station 144.6,
which is the adjacent upstream detector before the service plaza. The speed contour also depicts
an interesting phenomenon in traffic flow theory, wide moving jams. These wide moving jams,
described in section 1.1, propagate out of synchronized congested flow, or can form
instantaneously. The long, thin bands of very low speeds (less than 20 mph), shown in Figure 4.2,
are suspected to be wide moving jams as they follow the criteria set forth in Kerner, (2003) and
Kerner et al. (2013), but require future validation. It is evident in Figure 4.2 that these long bands,
potential wide moving jams, have distinct periods of free-flowing traffic whereas inside of the jam
there are two distinct temporal frontiers at each station upstream of the bottleneck. It is desired to
analyze the features of traffic within these jams; however this is left for future research.
Lastly, it was warranted to scan through RITIS to identify whether there were any
significant traffic incidents near the bottleneck location. There were two distinct incidents found
that directly influenced Bottleneck A. Shown in Figure 4.2, there were two incidents identified,
one located at station 143 that occurred at 7:03 AM and the other at station 139 at 9:03 AM. The
incident reports for these two disruptions are found in Tables B.1 and B.2. It can be seen that an
incident that arises upstream of an active bottleneck can effectively starve the bottleneck frontier,
to which this leading edge will move to the incident location. This is shown with the incident that
occurred at 7:03AM, where the leading edge of the bottleneck moved upstream to station143 for
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Figure 4.2 Freeway lane configuration and observed bottleneck on SR-91 at the Port Saint Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza
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the duration of the incident. Alternatively, the incident that occurred at station 139 did not last long
enough to starve the downstream bottleneck, so the leading edge of the bottleneck remained at
station 144.6 and thus the bottleneck was still active at station 144.6 despite an incident upstream.
4.2 Bottleneck A Activation
To identify the activation time and location for Bottleneck A, transformed oblique
cumulative vehicle count curves were constructed, where vehicle conservation was present
between successive stations. As discussed in section 3.2, to transform the original N- and T-curves,
each curve upstream of the most downstream curve was shifted in time equivalent to the time a
reference vehicle would take to traverse between the two locations. In this thesis, the reference
time was the travel time associated with the average speed observed on the roadway between the
detectors during the analysis period. Figure 4.3 demonstrates the transformed cumulative count
curves shifted to identify overlapping N-curves or separated N-curves. As described in (Cassidy &
Bertini, 1999; Bertini & Cassidy, 2002; Bertini, 1999; Bertini et al., 2005), cumulative count
curves can be used to corroborate the lack of a queue between successive detectors and to locate a
queue moving upstream across an array of detectors. The curves can also reveal the time at which
the queue passed each detector location, as well as times at which changes in stationary conditions
occurred.
We see in Figure 4.3(a), which are the translated N-curves for the four downstream
detectors from the bottleneck (stations 145.8–147.3) that exhibited vehicle conservation (no on- or
off-ramps), all curves overlap each other (no excess vehicle accumulation or delay) with a
substantial drop in flow occurring at 18:05. The indication of these curves not separating while a
substantial flow drop occurs depicts the translation of traffic conditions to the successive
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Figure 4.3 Bottleneck A activation: transformed oblique cumulative count curves (a) overlapping
translated N-curves downstream of the bottleneck and (b) translated N-curves upstream of the
bottleneck
downstream detectors, a key characteristic of freely flowing conditions where traffic states are
passed downstream. Moreover, the curves remaining superimposed when there is complete
continuity between successive detectors indicates there is no excess vehicle accumulation and no
increased travel time, thus no queueing present in this section and traffic is freely flowing
(Lindgren et al., 2006).
Figure 4.3(b) demonstrates separated transformed N-curves for the three stations upstream
of the bottleneck (with vehicle conservation), which indicates there is excess vehicles
accumulation (vertically) and excess travel time (horizontally) between successive detectors that
have continuity as set forth out in Figure 3.2(c). Clearly, the detectors upstream of the suspected
bottleneck location, just downstream of station 144.6 at the Port Saint Lucie Fort Pierce Service
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Plaza off-ramp, are displaying queued states since there is separation and this is not present in
freely flowing traffic (Cassidy & Windover, 1995; Bertini, 1999).
Lastly, it was desired to identify the exact time the first separation of N-curves occurred
to denote the activation time of the bottleneck. There is clear separation of N-curves between
station 144.6 and station 144.2 at 17:46 on September 6, 2017. This separation is caused by a
notable reduction in flow at station 144.6. It is also clear that the reduction in flow occurs at the
next upstream detector, station 144.2, at 17:50 which demonstrates the speed of the wave produced
from the bottleneck just downstream of station 144.6.
To provide an additional, detailed depiction for the times at which this first activation wave
traveled through successive upstream detectors from the suspect bottleneck location (backward
moving wave), oblique cumulative vehicle occupancy curves, or T-curves, were constructed. In a
similar way N-curves are used to identify prominent variations in the prevailing traffic conditions
using changes in the cumulative vehicle count curve, T-curves look at an additional variable,
occupancy. When there is a distinct increase in the cumulative occupancy, this illustrates a sharp
increase in travel times across the detector. Conversely, a distinct decrease depicts a reduction in
travel times across the detectors.
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the utilization of T-curves, depicting the time in which each of the
upstream detectors saw a distinct increase in cumulative vehicle occupancy. T-curves are shown
for nine stations upstream of Bottleneck A. Each of the T-curves in Figure 4.4 were scaled by a
background occupancy rate, which varies for each of the upstream curves, but on average was 500
seconds per hour, or 14% occupancy. In addition to this, the time in which this backward moving
wave reached the successive detectors is verified by the black “dots” on the speed contour in Figure
4.4
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Figure 4.4 Bottleneck A activation timeline tracked through T-curves and depicted on the speed contour map
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In Figure 4.4, the initial wave reached the detector at station 144.6 (top left corner) at 17:46
where there is a dramatic increase in cumulative vehicle occupancy from 11.0% to 15.4%. This
time period is matched in both the speed contour in Figure 4.4, where the black “dot” at station
144.6 identifies when speeds suddenly dropped, and the separation of N-curves at 17:46 in Figure
4.3(b). This process was duplicated for the remaining upstream detectors for this first activation
wave. It should be noted that this first wave in fact only spanned upstream to station 143.8,
however a second wave shortly after spanned further upstream to station 140.2, to which the black
“dots” in the speed contour in Figure 4.4 match the exact time the T-curves saw a sudden increase
in occupancy.
Although Figure 4.4 only demonstrates waves that propagated about 4.4 miles from the
bottleneck frontier, more extensive waves were observed at the bottleneck which spanned over 30
miles. After verifying the arrival time of the first backward moving wave, the duration in which
the bottleneck remained active will be investigated.
4.3 Bottleneck A Duration
After confirming the activation of Bottleneck A located at the Port Saint Lucie Fort Pierce
Service Plaza off-ramp, ensuring freely flowing traffic was observed downstream and queued
traffic upstream of the bottleneck, and confirming the passage of a backward-moving wave, the
duration needs to be found. Utilizing the fundamentals of two-phase traffic flow theory (Newell
1993), queued traffic is on the downward sloped right-hand side of the flow-occupancy diagram
(similar to the q-k curve, though density is not directly measurable here). While on the queued
side, an increase in occupancy is accompanied by a decrease in flow, and a decrease in occupancy
is accompanied by an increase in flow. This fundamental principle is exhibited in N- and T-curves.
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The duration in which the bottleneck is active, the N- and T-curves will constantly be diverging or
converging, but never tracking.
Similarly, if traffic becomes unqueued, traffic will exhibit the left-hand side of the
fundamental flow-occupancy diagram, that is as occupancy increases flow will also increase. What
will be presented is that the N- and T-curves in the unqueued traffic downstream of the bottleneck
will effectively track each while the bottleneck is active. Moreover, if the N- and T-curves for the
detectors that are in a queued state begin to track, the bottleneck is deactivated. This will be
demonstrated in the next section where the detector immediately upstream of the bottleneck
exhibits diverging N- and T-curves, whereas the immediate downstream detector exhibits tracking
N- and T-curves.
4.3.1 Bottleneck A Segments
It was discussed that while the bottleneck remains active, the N- and T-curves for the
detector upstream of the bottleneck will be diverging and downstream tracking. It was also found,
in section 4.2, that the first segment of Bottleneck A became active at 17:46, on September 6.
Through the speed contour in Figure 4.2 and with the use of the algorithm described in Section
3.4. potential deactivation times for the first segment were examined. The algorithm allowed for
different deactivation times to be selected and analyzed quickly to determine whether traffic
remained in a queued state. It was found that the most probable deactivation time for segment 1
was at 04:21 on September 7 and is shown in Figure 4.2.
Although it is evident in Figure 4.2 there was still slow traffic after segment 1 and before
segment 2, the N- and T-curves had considerable variation and no distinct traffic states could be
found for the time between segments 1 and 2. Additionally, the bottleneck frontier moved upstream
to the location of the incident that occurred at 7:03AM on September 7, and thus the bottleneck
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frontier under question, located at the Port Saint Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza, was starved of
vehicles and moved upstream to the incident location. After identifying the time period for segment
1, the corresponding bottleneck results for segment 1 needed to be produced.
To identify the results, the initial parameters needed to be fed into the algorithm in section
3.4. The primary inputs for this were the base N- and T-curves for the segment, to which linear
interpolated lines that identify the distinct, stationary states observed for the segment could be
reported on, automatically. To produce the base N- and T-curves, after establishing the timeframe,
the background flow and occupancy for the N- and T-curves needed to be adjusted continually
until the graphic space was effectively filled. This process was conducted manually until the final
N- and T-curves were produced to be used in the algorithm. The exact input values for each of the
N- and T-curves in the three segments identified are shown in Table 4.1
Table 4.1 Input values for each N-curve & T-curve for stations 144.6 and 145.1

Segment
ID

Time

Station 144.6 Inputs

1

17:46–04:21

Background
Flow 𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜
(veh/hr)
1980

2

09:02–13:56

2240

3

14:19–23:18

1780

Station 145.1 Inputs

Background
Occupancy
𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜 (sec/hr)
705

Background
Flow 𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜
(veh/hr)
1780

515

1960

812

1500

Background
Occupancy
𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜 (sec/hr)
217
216
165

4.4 Bottleneck A Traffic Features
With the input values shown in Table 4.1, N- and T-curves where produced, and their
interpolated lines generated with the algorithm described in section 3.4, and are shown in Figures
4.5 to 4.7, for segments 1 to 3. The N- and T-curves in Figures 4.5 to 4.7 are shown in red and
green, (N(x,t)– 𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡 & T(x,t)– 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡 in the legends). The left-hand y-axis is for the N-curves and

demonstrates the input base flow that corresponding to the values in Table 4.1. The T-curves were
plotted on the right-hand y-axis, with their input base occupancy shown for each of the three
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varying segments and match the values in Table 4.1. The other lines in Figures 4.5 to 4.7, the black
and orange lines (NXT and TXT in the legends), are the linearly interpolated lines produced from
the algorithm described in section 3.4.
Delving into Figure 4.5, which demonstrates segment 1 and spans from 17:46 on
September 6 to 4:21 on September 7, it is evident that the N- and T-curves in Figure 4.5(a) are
continually diverging or converging throughout this entire time period. Similarly, in Figure 4.5(b)
the curves are tracking one another for the entire duration. It is clear that station 144.6 (Figure
4.5(a)), is in a queued state for this entire duration and station 145.1 (Figure 4.5(b)) is unqueued
and thus our first segment was active for a total of more than 10 hours. It is interesting to note also,
in Figure 4.5, flow is generally increasing until 22:00 on September 6, and then it begins to
decrease until roughly 3:30 on September 7, where there is a sharp increase in flow from the base
flow values.
Another point to be made is the direction of the N- and T-curves in Figure 4.5, and also
Figures 4.6 and 4.7, when these curves are increasing this indicates that the instantaneous flow or
occupancy for that line is higher than the input base values, 𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜 and 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜 . Although it appears the

occupancy is increasing dramatically in Figure 4.5(b) and occupancy decreasing significantly in
Figure 4.5(a), the base occupancies, 217 seconds per hour (6%) and 705 seconds per hour (20%)
respectively, are so different that the occupancy in Figure 4.5(a) is still greater than Figure 4.5(b),
which makes sense seeing as Figure 4.5(a) is queued.
With the input values from Table 1, segment 2, which starts at 9:02 and ends at 13:56 on
September 7, 2017 is displayed in Figure 4.6. There is again clear distinction of diverging or
converging curves in Figure 4.6(a) and tracking curves in Figure 4.6(b). It is quite easy to see the
algorithm working in this segment too, where all of the peaks are generally interpolated to their
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troughs, or changes in the traffic state is traced within decent accuracy, which captures the
stationary periods found through the entire time segment. It is also evident in Figure 4.6, where
the base occupancy for station 144.6 is significantly larger than at 145.1, with base occupancies of
14% and 6%.
Lastly, Figure 4.7 demonstrates segment 3, which begins just after segment 2, at 14:19 and
lasts until the end of the bottleneck activation period at 23:18 on September 7, 2017. This period
saw the highest occupancies of the three segments with a base occupancy rate of 812 seconds per
hour (23% occupancy), where the T-curves continually increase in Figure 4.7(a) at 16:30 which
indicates occupancies during after that time period were even higher than the base. The queued
and unqueued states still persist for Figure 4.7 where (a) is continually diverging or converging
and (b) is continually tracking. It is interesting that this time period saw the lowest base occupancy
for station 145.1 at 165 seconds per hour (5% occupancy).
4.4.1 Bottleneck A Stationarity
From tracking the distinct, stationary traffic states for all three segments while the
bottleneck was active with the algorithm described in section 3.4, final fundamental traffic flow
diagrams were constructed and shown in Figure 4.8. Each point in Figure 4.8 represents a
stationary traffic state, which had to last between 5 and 30 minutes, as mentioned in section 3.4.
The triangular points in Figure 4.8 are for station 145.1 and the circular points station 144.6. The
traffic states for 145.1 clearly exhibit high speeds and lower occupancies compared to station
144.6.
In Figure 4.8(a) there is a distinct cluster of points for the unqueued traffic at station 145.1
which indicates low variance in speed and occupancy across all three segments while the
bottleneck was active.
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Figure 4.5 Segment 1 traffic features immediately upstream and downstream of the bottleneck
(a) upstream queued N- and T-curves at station 144.6 (b) downstream unqueued N- and T-curves
at station 145.1
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Figure 4.6 Segment 2 traffic features immediately upstream and downstream of the bottleneck
(a) upstream queued N- and T-curves at station144.6 (b) downstream unqueued N- and T-curves
at station 145.1
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Figure 4.7 Segment 3 traffic features immediately upstream and downstream of the bottleneck
(a) upstream queued N- and T-curves at station 144.6 (b) downstream unqueued N- and T-curves
at station 145.1
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It is clear too traffic in the queued state at station 144.6 take on two groupings of values, relatively
high flow, medium speed, and occupancy and very low flow, speed, and high occupancy.
Figure 4.8(b) generates a clean depiction of two-phase traffic flow theory where station
145.1 has a distinct linearly sloped orientation, and speed is nearly constant in the unqueued, free
flow condition. Interesting are the two regions of queued traffic at station 144.6 in Figure 4.8(b)
which effectively split the queued side of a typical flow density diagram in half.
These two regions can be thought of as periods where the N-curves are increasing and Tcurves decreasing, where this point would be in the upper region, still in the queued state of 4.8(b).
For instance, values in this upper, higher flow, lower occupancy, queued state can be visualized
through the N- and T-curves during segment 1 from 17:46 to 22:00 in Figure 4.5(a). Likewise the
region with lower flow and higher occupancy in Figure 4.8(b) can be visualized by the N- and Tcurves in Figure 4.8(b) after 12:00.
It is also possible to imagine instances where traffic suddenly shifts from the lower flow,
higher occupancy in Figure 4.8(b) to a state of higher flow lower occupancy, but still queued. This
can be tracked by sudden directional changes in the N- and T-curves in Figures 4.5 to 4.7. One
example is in Figure 4.7(a) where from 10:30 to 12:00 on September 7, the N-curves are generally
increasing and the T-curves decreasing, suddenly at 12:00 these curves switch direction for a
substantial period, where now traffic exhibits higher occupancies and lower flows. In terms of
visualizing this in Figure 4.8(b) a point in the higher flow, lower occupancy region, which again
this point may describe a 5-minute or 30-minute period, suddenly shifts relatively linear to a state
of high occupancy and low flow, and may hover in this location until the bottleneck end or if a
major shift occurs again to bring the point back up to its previous spot.
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(c)
(a)
(b)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8 Bottleneck A Traffic Flow Fundamental Diagrams
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Lastly, Figure 4.8(c) demonstrates a traditionally shaped speed-flow diagram. It also
follows that the unqueued traffic at station 145.1 has a nearly horizontal orientation indicating low
speed variance. It is interesting to see also that the make flow observed for both stations was just
over 1,200 vehicles per hour per lane, which is significantly less than the design values for high
density traffic (HCM, 2000). A potential question that may need further investigation is the
possibility for these fundamental diagrams to become skewed during evacuations which may have
profound implications. After analyzing the fundamental diagrams produced from the algorithm in
section 3.4 for each of the segments located at stations 144.6 and 145.1, the outflow characteristics
of the bottleneck will be discussed.
4.4.2 Bottleneck A Discharge Features
Table 4.2 presents the outflow characteristics observed from the bottleneck at the Point
Saint Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza from September 6 to September 7, 2017. Station 145.1 was
used as the discharging detector as it is the first detector downstream of the bottleneck that did not
reveal queueing while the bottleneck was active at station 144.6. The discharge features in Table
4.2 are the averaged results of stationary periods found in the three segments found by the
algorithm
Segment

Table 4.2 Bottleneck discharge features at station 145.1
Bottleneck Discharge

Time

Flow in veh/hr/ln (SD) Occupancy (SD) Speed in mph (SD)

Wave Speed
in mph

1

17:46–04:21

891 (174)

5.9% (1.3%)

44.9 (2.0)

–9.7 / +4.0

2

09:02–13:56

981 (111)

5.9% (1.1%)

47.8 (1.5)

–9.9 / -

3

14:19–23:18

766 (121)

4.7% (0.8%)

46.7 (2.0)

–9.7 / +5.5

It was identified that there was limited variability in flow for each of the segments with
standard deviations less than 200. If these segments were to report on only periods where their
flows were higher than the input flow values, 𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜 , much tighter standard deviation would be
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observed. However, it was desired to report on the average of both increasing and decreasing flow
periods of stationarity, compared to the input value. Table 2 demonstrates the relatively low
discharge flows for the bottleneck, peaking at 981 vehicles per hour per lane, across the 27-hours
Bottleneck A remained active. As mentioned previously, these values are much smaller than
“capacity” thresholds said to exist on a limited access facility, where plentiful vehicle demand
exists.
The occupancies in Table 4.2 were also substantially lower that what was observed
upstream of the bottleneck at station 144.6 with values ranging from 5–6% compared to upwards
of 20% at station 144.6. The speeds at station 145.1 were also substantially higher than upstream
of the bottleneck, which is to be expected. What is interesting, however, is the mid-range for the
speeds observed at station 145.1, but these speeds are overwhelmingly more than what was
observed in the queued traffic upstream of the bottleneck. This mid-range speed combined with
low flows and low occupancies depicts this maximum discharge rate from the bottleneck. Vehicles
that pass the bottleneck location, which were in very dense slow-moving traffic, have the potential
to begin accelerating, and thus vehicle separation ensues, causing lower occupancies.
The last desired parameter for each of the segments were the wave speeds which traveled
upstream from the bottleneck frontier. The wave speeds for each segment were calculated utilizing
the speed contour in Figure 4.2. For each segment, several of the long, very low speed bands were
chosen and points found where speeds dropped, indicating the arrival of the backward moving
wave. The times for the wave to hit each successive detector upstream from the selected bands
were averaged and the final wave speeds reported in Table 4.2. From this process it was identified
that the backward moving waves were travelling consistently at approximately –9.8 mph. The
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forward moving waves, or recovery waves, which were only observed in segments 1 and 3,
travelled much slower, between +4 and +5.5 mph.
4.5 Bottleneck A On- and Off-Ramp Considerations
4.5.1 Inferred Off-Ramp Calculations
When attempting to determine the initial activation location of a bottleneck using fixed
sensors, the location can only be mapped to a zone between two adjacent sensor stations. It was
suspected in the previous sections that the location of the bottleneck was somewhere downstream
of station 144.6 and the bottleneck ceased somewhere before station 145.8, as is shown in Figure
4.3 (a & b). After producing N- and T-curves for station 144.6 and the next adjacent upstream
detector, 145.1, it was made clear that station 144.6 remained in a queued state after the initial
activation presented in Figure 4.3(a) Similarly, traffic at station 145.1 never entered a queued state
while the bottleneck remained active. Thus the bottleneck frontier was between stations 144.6 and
145.1 With this is mind it was desired to identify the flow of vehicles exiting SR-91 into the service
plaza at the off-ramp, and to assess whether there was a notable surge of vehicles exiting at the
exact time the bottleneck was suspected to activate.
Although there was not a detector present at the off-ramp, an inferred off-ramp graph can
be constructed by taking the difference between the cumulative vehicle count curves between
station 144.6 and 145.1. If this curve has a slope of nearly zero, it can be concluded that few
vehicles exited the facility. However, it can be seen in Figure 4.9, the inferred off-ramp curve,
there was a steady flow of vehicles of 261 vehicles per hour being lost between detectors 144.6
and 145.1, which indicates vehicles were indeed exiting the facility at the inferred off-ramp. Lastly,
it was desired to see if there was a significant surge of vehicles exiting the facility at the exact time
the bottleneck was shown to activate. At 17:44, September 6, there was an increase of vehicles lost
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between stations 144.6 and 145.1 at a flow of 820 vehicles per hour, which depicts a significant
surge of vehicles attempting to exit the facility, and may be the culprit for activating the bottleneck.
It is shown clearly in the second (pink) line of Figure 4.9 which is the oblique cumulative vehicle
count curve, generated from the difference in cumulative vehicle count curves between stations
144.6 and 145.1.
4.5.2 Inferred On-Ramp Calculations
There was an additional detector within the original suspected bottleneck zone, located at
station 145.4 and can be seen in Figure 4.1. The original data collection process selected all
detectors along SR-91, going through these detectors it was clear there were not detectors for any
of the on- or off-ramps in the facility. After going through the methodologies to produce N- and
T-curves for the bottleneck it was identified station 145.4 was either missing vehicle counts or was
indeed the on-ramp.
Based on Figure 4.10(a & b) there is clear evidence that this detector is neither tracking
on-ramp vehicles nor is it tracking mainline vehicles across both lanes of SR-91 northbound at
station 145.4. In Figure 4.10(a), the first line shows the difference in cumulative vehicle
count curves between stations 145.8 and 145.1. Clearly, there are vehicles entering the roadway
from the on-ramp, causing this difference to be increasingly negative, which the slope of this line
is the inferred on-ramp flow and is roughly 370 vehicles per hour. By adding the suspected onramp, station 145.4, to station 145.1, this difference should be neutralized as if this were indeed
the ramp detector there would be no difference in the cumulative vehicle count curves, which does
not hold. After proving this detector is not tracking the on-ramp volume, it was also considered
that this detector is tracking the mainline vehicles.
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Figure 4.9 Inferred off-ramp flow prior to Bottleneck A activation
Shown in Figure 4.10(b), the difference in cumulative vehicle count curves between
stations 145.4 and 145.1 were plotted. If the detector at 145.4 was a mainline detector, these two
lines should overlap perfectly, as there is no on- or off-ramp between the detectors. Clearly, the
volume of vehicles observed at 145.1 is much greater than what was measured at 145.4. With the
results of Figure 4.11(a & b), the detector at station 145.4 was concluded to be erroneous and not
included in the analysis.
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Figure 4.10 Inferred on-ramp calculations (a) demonstration of erroneous sum of the difference
of cumulative vehicle counts between stations 145.8 and 145.1 and 145.8 with 145.4 added to
145.8 (b) indication that station 145.4 could not be detecting mainline traffic or is eroneous
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
5.1 Summary of Findings
This thesis evaluated traffic features observed as a result of a bottleneck that propagated at
the Port Saint Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza in the State of Florida from a major toll
road/evacuation route (SR-91) during the evacuation for Hurricane Irma between September 6 and
7, 2017. Utilizing extensive available radar detector data, which polled at 1-minute intervals,
oblique cumulative vehicle count and occupancy curves (N- and T-curves) were assembled to first
identify the activation time of the bottleneck and then identify the full duration it remained active.
It was established through the N- and T-curves that the bottleneck was active for a total of 26.5
hours, split into three major segments. Each of the segments had similar traffic features within the
queue and at the unqueued discharge point, downstream.
The discharge characteristics of the bottleneck exhibit the sheer alteration in potential flow
a facility may produce, especially in a special event scenario, such as a hurricane, and may cause
inaccuracies in future planning, especially if there is a significant reduction in capacity not
considered. By not reviewing past events such as this, planners utilizing simulation tools may be
led to erroneous conclusions that may drastically undermine the true traffic features which may be
presented. The research completed in this thesis is an initial step towards understanding bottleneck
behavior during evacuations and consequently their implications for planning, policy, design,
operations, and modelling.
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5.2 Implication of Findings
It was determined that Bottleneck A potentially propagated as a result of vehicles
attempting to utilize the fuel station at the Port Saint Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza, to which a
queue formed at the off-ramp. One solution that may quickly alleviate this congestion is real time
variable message board (VMS) alerts to drivers indicating the storage of the service plaza. This
would require detector installations at the on and off ramps at each plaza. This would give
indications to the drivers to move past the service plaza if it is full and may reduce the possibility
for queue formation in those locations.
Another idea that was conceived while conducting this research was placing physical
barriers aligning the off-ramp lane. These barriers could be placed days before the impact of the
storm and would provide assurance for passing vehicles that no vehicles in the off-ramp lane may
attempt to suddenly change lanes and cause an incident. This psychological approach along with
the utilization of VMS could both mitigate the possibility of vehicles queueing into the through
lane and reduce the speed reduction of vehicles as a result of passing stopped vehicles.
Based on the analyses performed, the research identified a number of topics for future
research, as discussed below.
5.3 Areas of Future Research
It was mentioned that other roadways had significant queueing present during the
evacuation for hurricane Irma. Although these other major facilities may have different lane
configurations and are similar to typical interstate designs where this is ample interchanges for
fuel stations, investigations into the bottlenecks that persisted on these other major roadway
facilities may shed light on if the abnormal traffic features that were present on SR-91 are isolated
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to that facility or if there is indeed broader traffic features that deviate from normalcy during an
evacuation.
There were incidents found within the queues of Bottleneck A, that either moved the
bottleneck frontier or had little impact. There is a desire to search the remaining bottlenecks that
were present during the evacuation to see if any incidents potentially triggered the activation of
other bottlenecks. Stemming from this, another angle that may be considered is the identification
of response times for incidents during the evacuation and under queuing conditions. This may shed
light on incident response timing under evacuations scenarios where local authorities may have
limited resources available.
This research focused on just one bottleneck on SR-91 during the evacuation for Hurricane
Irma, there was however 5 other bottlenecks that persisted during the evacuation on SR-91. It will
be detrimental to identify if the outflow characteristics remain relatively constant comparing the
bottlenecks on this roadway. Although there are not multiple events where this queued traffic
persisted, there were multiple locations which could be further used to verify the unique traffic
features found in this research.
Although this research focused on the characteristics of the bottleneck directly at the
frontier, both immediately upstream and downstream of this location, further research could
identify the characteristics of the queued traffic that persisted. More importantly the long bands
that were identified through the speed contours denote peculiar traffic patterns which the
researches have not observed in U.S. dataset. These bands may follow the principles mentioned
by Kerner and could potentially be identified as the second congested state in three-phase traffic
flow theory.
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Lastly, it was found the magnitude of the fundamental diagrams for the bottleneck were
much less than anticipated for a limited access facility, especially under an evacuation scenario
where there is ample vehicular demand. Although the diagrams have the same trend as normal
operations, it is possible that the diagrams are skewed. If this is the case, there may be
psychological effects of evacuating traffic that causes these diagrams to be altered compared to
normal conditions. This observation could have profound implications for modeling evacuation
scenarios if proven.
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Appendix A: Florida’s Turnpike Mainline

Figure A.1 SR-91 Florida’s Turnpike Mainline (FTE 2020). Public domain image.
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Figure A.2 Bottleneck A: Port Saint Lucie Fort Pierce Service Plaza and example service plaza configuration (Adapted from Google,
2020). Public domain image.
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Figure A.3 Floridas’s Turnpike Mainline service plaza configuration (a) Fort Drum Service Plaza, milemarker 184.6 and Bottleneck B
in Figure 2 (b) Canoe Creek Service Plaza, milemarker 229.4 and Bottleneck D in Figure 2 (Google, 2020) Public domain image.
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Appendix B: RITIS Incident Reports
Timestamp
9/7/2017 9:13

9/7/2017 9:14
9/7/2017 9:17
9/7/2017 9:21
9/7/2017 9:23
9/7/2017 9:24
9/7/2017 9:26
9/7/2017 9:46
9/7/2017 9:46
9/7/2017 9:47
9/7/2017 9:48
9/7/2017 9:52
9/7/2017 9:52
9/7/2017 9:53

Table B.1 RITIS crash report at station 139
Username
Message
FHP Incident reported:EventType: accidentsAndIncidentsFHP
ID: LWRC17CAD163343County: st lucieStatus:
UpdateSource: LWRCCFHP Event Type:
accidentsAndIncidentsLocation: North FLORIDA'S TPKE,
MM 139 [27215870, -80336640]Author: WRT263CADRemarks: left lane partially blockedUrgency: 10Desc:
serious accidentStart time: 9/7/2017 9:04:22 AMUpdate time:
9/7/2017 9:05:46 AMTrooper Arrival time: 9/7/2017 9:05:45
AMTrooper Dispatch time: 9/7/2017 9:05:45 AM
Dropped on to FHP wall
S4R MM139 NB LEFT LANE PARTIALLY X38 TROOPER
X97 //X70 X5 WITH TRI-COUNTY @ 9:08////BLK TRK VS
BLK SUV
message #401 activated at 9:20 Beacons NB already on
Confirmed DMS posted via camera 114.5 NB and 133.1 NB
Confirmed email was sent
Confirmed posted to 511 via website and by phone
Confirmed DMS reset to Evacuation PSA
Confirmed email was sent
- at 9:47 beacons left on reference Hurricane evacuation
Confirmed cleared from 511
1 transported to traditions hospital per FHP
None per FHP
Not dropped on to livestream reference multiple events
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Timestamp
9/7/2017 7:03

Table B.2 RITIS crash report at station 143
Username
Message
Waze Incident reported:EventType:
ACCIDENT:ACCIDENT_MINORWaze ID: 34174e22-f2bb3708-aae9-35497f789009County: St. LucieSource: Waze
FeedWaze Event Type:
ACCIDENT:ACCIDENT_MINORLocation: North SR-91
[27261800, -80351799]Published time: 9/7/2017 7:01:03 AM

9/7/2017 7:08
9/7/2017 7:08

-

9/7/2017 7:11
9/7/2017 7:11
9/7/2017 7:12
9/7/2017 7:12

-

via camera 3 vehicles on the left shoulder
- with tri county towing was contacted and STARR program
was activated 7:09am
fhp was advised
via camera vehicles cleared roadway
no other info
- with tri county was re called and advised to cancel the starr
vendor
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Appendix C: Copyright Permissions
The Permission below is for using Figure in Section 3
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The Permission below is for using google maps In Appendix A.
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